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Executive Summary
A Balanced
Economic Recovery
Public investment must meet three
challenges in the coming decades:
1) it must meet UN and EU Green Deal
carbon reduction targets.
2) planning and development
frameworks must account for
demographic and related changes
with regard to household size,
housing mix, education, healthcare
and others.
3) it must be sustained at higher levels
to correct for past underinvestment.
Making use of current resources
is the most sustainable form of
growth. Therefore, existing towns and
communities deserve and warrant
investment, and this must be reflected in
adequate resourcing of local authorities
and supports for small businesses. Post
Covid, towns and villages are ideally
placed to facilitate societal shifts to
working-from-home and enhancing
work-life-balance.
Previous unplanned, sprawling
development must give way to adoption
of a proactive plan-led approach to
achieve compact and sustainable use
of existing underused building stock,
as well as vacant and infill sites in the
hearts of our towns, villages, suburbs,
and inner cities.
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Immediate Priorities
Significant public investment must be
earmarked for town-centre, housing and
supporting amenity renewal. Priorities
like the National Retrofit Scheme must
prioritise vacant site and underutilised
urban property development.
Local/Regional authorities must be
given resources and architectural
expertise to ensure a town-centred
recovery and liveability that is lasting
and climate friendly and to initiate
holistic cross disciplinary review
of public spend - catching value
opportunities, that might otherwise
be missed, in existing and proposed
budgets. Individual departmental
budgets should serve the overall aim of
rejuvenating towns and villages.
A National Placemaking Agency should
be set up and tackling dereliction and
promoting over-the-shop living should
be prioritised, by overcoming both
planning implementation, regulatory,
and financial obstacles. Tactical use of
pilot projects, with financial modelling
tools can create templates to follow
nationally, enabling an enhanced
degree of certainty and confidence for
sustainable mixed-use communities to
follow.
Lower short-term costs to taxpayers
and lower long-term environmental
costs of brownfield, infill and vacant
development must be reflected in
housing investment.
Procurement policy should be aligned
with climate change objectives, and
the remit and resources of the OGP
expanded to facilitate greater
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digitisation and oversight. Public
procurement must be reformed to
cut complexity and unnecessary bid
costs, avoid barriers to entry by micro
and SMEs and improve feedback
and standardization, thus enabling
participation in recovery investment
by "architects and other construction
consultants" who know their local area
needs.
It must be recognised that whilst urban
sprawl is the prima facia cheapest form
of housing delivery, this is because the
associated negative externalities are
not a feature of the build cost at project
level, therefore costs increase for public
end users and at societal level. More
sustainable forms of development
require up-front time and financial
investment and this investment will pay
future dividends with respect to reducing
other costs such as social programmes,
long commuting times, ongoing
servicing costs, environmental costs and
carbon taxes which should outweigh the
cheapest route to delivery in a longer
term budget framework.

Medium-term
(2022-2028) Challenges
County Development Plans must be
implemented with clear objectives
and definitions (e.g. town centres),
and stronger, more streamlined Local
Authority and inter-Departmental
coordination. Development plans must
be better fit for purpose and need to
include three-dimensional mixed use
spatial strategies beyond the current
two-dimensional monofunctional
'zoning map' type planning. An effective
mechanism is required to achieve better
implementation of County Development
Plans and infrastructure investment.
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Government should examine how
taxation of housing can be reformed to
support town-centred development. Due
to previous under investment, public
capital expenditure should now be
increased from €100m to €250m.
Town centre, housing and amenity
development must be driven with a longterm public interest perspective, aided
by active local civic participation, and
greater regional and interdepartmental
coordination.

Long-term Benchmarking for
best practice
Ireland has the opportunity, talent and
expertise to adopt and develop current
EU best practice to the Irish condition,
and set new standards in relation to
municipal planning, financing and
design models, civic partnerships and
mutual learning.
In particular three problems need to be
addressed;
1) Governance - with a greater balance
of decentralisation and local taxation;
2) Planning - coordination of zoning,
pricing, usage and development land;
and
3) Finance and oversight -			
implementing a land value tax
Key to achieving this type of
international learning is Government
support for research and data gathering
on the built environment.
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Part 1

Introduction
Towards a well-designed
recovery
Making planning and
development work for recovery
and for a sustainable, liveable
future for cities, towns, and rural
areas.
This recovery should be designed to
be robust, effective and ambitious.
The severe impact of the previous
recession on capital investment,
construction employment and provision
of housing has been noted by several
commentators (including Fitzgerald,
J 2014). The ensuing recovery was
marked by chronic under-investment not
just in housing, but in equally important
public infrastructure. While economic
growth and private sector investment
soared between 2013 and 2018, public
investment stayed at levels well below
historical norms and the needs of the
economy (Coleman, 2020). Additionally,
it was a recovery that took so long to
reach much of our town centres and
rural Ireland that it had barely impacted
before the Covid-19 crisis began. Now
policy makers have the opportunity
to correct these mistakes and those
accumulated over decades in regional
and local development and city, town
and rural planning that led to long
commutes, high house prices and
spatially imbalanced growth.

Image 1: Rosemount Court Housing by Dún Laoghaire Rathdown Architects Department, Highly Commended RIAI Awards 2020. (Photo Donal Murphy)
Image 2: Candle Community, Ballyfermot, Dublin by McGarry Ní Éanaigh Architects, Winner RIAI Awards 2020. (Photo Richard Hatch)
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There are three 'challenges' for
the National Development Plan:
1) The post-pandemic recovery.
2) Achieving climate change
commitments, including a 55%
reduction in emissions by 2030.
3) Delivering on the UN 17 Sustainable
Development Goals, including that
‘everyone has a human right to
housing'.
To succeed in restoring hope and
economic vibrancy to the towns, villages,
city centres and suburban areas of
Ireland, policy will need to address
challenges at four levels:
•
•
•
•

Trends in population, housing and
infrastructure.
Regional trends in crisis and
recovery.
Impacts on individual sectors and
particularly on small businesses.
Sustainable Development Goals and
climate change targets.

Trends in Population, Housing,
and Infrastructure
The magnitude of public investment
– which grew to €10.1 billion in the
last budget – must be sustained over
a sufficiently long period of time to
compensate for a decade of underprovision in housing, public amenities,
and public infrastructure generally,
contrasting with massive private
sector investment see below). While
investment in dwellings did grow
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Introduction
between 2013 and 2019, this was growth from a very low base. By contrast, the rate of
growth in the economy was three times faster, reflecting a lag in housing investment
that requires corrective action.

Account must be taken of powerful long-term forces affecting the optimal as well as
mix, size of housing and infrastructure:

Figure 1. Investment in Dwellings versus General Investment 2013-2019 (€ millions)

As Figure 3 shows, in the three decades between 1986 and 2016, there was a
substantial decline in the number of persons per household. Compared to the EU
average (Eurostat, 2020), Ireland’s housing stock is characterised by the highest
number of rooms person in the EU (2.3 compared to 1.7 for the EU 27).

						2013		

2019		

Change

Investment in Dwellings (constant prices)		

6,871		

+121.9%

163,871		

+345.5%

3,097		

Official population projections point to a possible 65 per cent rise in the number of
persons over 65 between now and 2036 (CSO 2019).

								
Overall investment (constant prices)			

36,780		

Figure 3. Growth in Households, Persons and Person per Household 1986-2016

Source: Central Statistics Office.

Nationally

Overarching plans (e.g. National Development Plan, Project 2040) must –
notwithstanding the valid aim of achieving future spatial rebalancing – recognise the
reality of faster population growth in the Dublin/ Mid-East region.
As Figure 2 below shows, since 2016, when the National Development Plan framework
was set the population of Dublin and the Mid-East has risen by nearly 12 per cent,
almost double the level elsewhere in the country.

Figure 2. Dublin’s Dominance of Population Growth
				April 2020

2016 Census

Change

% Change

Dublin & Mid-East			

2,151,200		

1,927,053

+ 224,147

+11.6%

State

			

4,977,400

1,927,053

+389,148

+8.5%

Non-Dublin			

2,826,200

2,661,199

+165,001

+6.2%

				Dublin

Households
Persons		
Persons 		
Households
Persons
					per household				

Persons
per household

1986

979,684

3,540,643		

3.61

291,302

1,021,449		

3.51

1991

1,032,810

3,525,719 		

3.41

311,958

1,025,304 		

3.29

1996

1,127,318

3,626,087

3.22

344,264

1,058,264 		

3.07

2002

1,292,291

3,899,001

3.02

380,410

1,121,824 		

2.95

2006

1,473,718

4,231,318

2.87

421,454

1,187,995 		

2.82

2011

1,658,243

4,620,306

2.79

468,122

1,279,603 		

2.73

2016

1,706,429

4,802,847

2.81

480,848

1,357,694

2.82

Change
1986-2016		 74.2%		35.6%				65.1%		32.9%

Source: Central Statistics Office, Census data (1986 to 2016)

Source: Central Statistics Office, population projections
(April 2020) and Census 2016.
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As Figure 4 below shows, the rate at which population has grown during the last
recovery (between 2013 and 2019) is such that for one new dwelling created in that
period an additional 3.9 citizens entered the state. This compares to an average of 2.8
ratio of persons per dwelling recorded in the 2016 Census.

Figure 4. Ratio of extra persons per new dwelling over period 3.9
600,000
400,000
200,000
0

New dwellings

Population rise

Regional Trends

As a cursory study of the last recovery shows, it took rural and regional Ireland much
longer to recover from the previous financial crisis. Compared to Dublin, where by
the first quarter of 2017 pre-crisis levels of employment had been almost restored,
employment in the state generally was only at 82.5 per cent of pre-crisis levels.

Figure 5. Restoration of Employment in Dublin -v- State
				2008 Q1		
Dublin 				
State

			

2012 Q2		

2017 Q1

Replacement

649,400

543,500

648,800

99.4%

2,219,500

1,863,000

2,158,400

82.5%

Source: Central Statistics Office, Labour Force Survey
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Image 1: 13-18 City Quay, Grant Thornton HQ, Dublin by Henry J Lyons Architects, Winner RIAI Awards 2019. (Photo Donal Murphy)
Image 2: Cavanagh Bridge, University College Cork by O’Donnell + Tuomey. Winner RIAI Awards 2019. (Photo Jed Niezgoda)
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Immediate Priorities
Immediate Policy Area 1:
Ring-fencing Resources for
Local Recovery Investment
Budget 2021 commits some €10.1
billion euro for capital investment
this year and, additionally, includes
a further €3.4 billion recovery fund.
While this represents a substantial
increase on previous years, Figure
6 shows the serious extent of

underinvestment during 2008-2018
(Coleman, April 2020). The Budget 2021
commitment merely restores previous
crisis investment levels but does not
compensate for a decade during which
public investment was lower than it
should have been, population was
growing rapidly (see previous section)
and annual private sector investment
grew by two-thirds. This observation
leads to the response to the first “Review
to Renew” consultation question (see
Box 1 below).

Figure 6. A Decade of Underinvestment in Public Capital
				

2008		

2018		

Change

%Change

Total investment			

46.2bn		

76.9bn		

+30.8bn

+67%

Govt investment			

9.9bn		

6.3bn		

-3.5bn		

-36%

Govt % of total 			

21%		

8%		

-13pp
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in town centres with all its adverse
implications for commerce,
tourism, and quality of life. Car
parking dominating the public realm
where there should be places for
people to walk, play and meet with a
variety of uses such as farmers
markets.

Putting Design into 'Review to
Renew' Priorities
The National Development Plan is
described by the government as its plan
“to invest in infrastructure to support
economic, social environmental and
cultural development”. An immediate
and urgent priority must be to add to
this list “the architectural and planning
development of our town and village
centres”. Like no other time since
perhaps the 1950s, the denudation of our
town and village centres – rather than
our export capacity (which is performing
well) is now the greatest obstacle to
restoring employment, social cohesion,
and civic morale. Town and village
centres need architectural planning,
expertise, and excellence, to become
sustainable ‘economic hubs’ and places
attractive to both living and working.
Around Europe the examples of
failures in these areas abound, as
do examples of success. The social
cost of the misguided Ballymun flats
illustrates perhaps an extreme case
of the disastrous consequences of
development, planned without sound
architectural advice on the urban design
ingredients needed for places to become
sustainable ‘mixed use’ communities.
There are many more recent examples
that, although not as visually stark, are in
cumulative terms as socially damaging:

Source: Department of Finance, Coleman (April 2020)
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Immediate Policy Area 2:

•

The long-commutes, high carbon
footprint and social dislocation
created by sprawled development
during the last Celtic Tiger and
replicated during the recent recovery.

•

Prioritisation of cars over people, and
consequent traffic congestion
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•

Abandoned buildings including mills,
warehouses and factories that could
be transformed into vibrant spaces
for living and working.

•

Vacant town centre sites and
temporary parking where there
should be housing/shops/cafes/
professional services and business.

•

Civic buildings that fail
to accomplish their purpose
nor demonstrate leadership in
environmental sustainability.

Successful examples exist, such
as Clonakilty and Westport (2000
Masterplan Vision), which are thriving
communities and are internationally
recognised as best practice. The
development and viability of these
towns have been well managed by a
professional team, including a Town
Architect, working together with the
support of the local community to
design a better outcome.
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Similar issues exist with larger towns
such as Wexford as well as in our
cities, all of which are growing and
require intelligent approaches to urban
design, planning and construction, to
become sustainable, attractive and
affordable places to live and work.
This includes funding and support
mechanisms to enable a wider range of
approaches to housing provision than
those currently in train, concentrating
more on ‘small-scale’ urban infill,
building refurbishment and retrofit,
and development of a cost-efficient
construction system based around
‘circular economy’ principles that can
deliver affordable housing in compact,
walkable neighbourhoods, supported
by much improved public transport
infrastructure. Investment programmes in
these areas will improve affordability and
quality of life, and support the transition to
a zero-carbon economy by 2050.
To deliver this, we need to initiate
short-term actions immediately,
which includes allocating funding for
‘Town and Municipal Architects’ and
their teams, to plan and coordinate
investment decisions as part of the
management structure of all Local
Authorities.
Temporary exempt development
regulations were introduced in 2018
(S.I. In No. 30 2018) that allow a change
of use from certain commercial uses
to residential - the provision is due
to expire at the end of 2021. With
limited uptake to date in the rural
authorities, a robust communication
campaign promoting the exemption
would be beneficial, whilst also
addressing the lack of understanding
of the potential of those properties
by stakeholders and funding which is
limiting engagement. It is necessary to
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provide resources/ funding for Local
Authorities to proactively encourage
and assist landowners through the
process, as recommended in The Town
Centre Living Initiative – Six Pilot Town
Synthesis report.

•

Develop and fully utilise a cohesive
database of all information (vacant
sites, building energy ratings, etc.).

•

Defining goals that sets population
targets for the inner-city areas of our
cities and integrates government
and private sector stakeholders to
deliver a masterplan, an urban realm
plan and a funding plan.

•

Ensure Professional Architects are
part of the management structure of
all Local Authorities.

•

Provide funding for ‘Town &
Municipal Architects’ and their
teams to manage, plan and
coordinate all public investment
decisions in their towns – with an
Architect’s Department within Local
Authorities.

•

Provide funding to develop planning
tools including the ’Collaborative
Town Centred Health Check’ model
which has been developed by
Ireland’s Heritage Council and used
in Tralee, Naas, Monaghan, Dundalk,
Letterkenny and other locations as a
a collaborative tool to gather
evidence-based data on the vitality
of the town centre and as a basis
for prioritising actions. This type of
data gathering and analysis is
critically needed in making
evidence-based planning decisions
and assessing planning outcomes.

•

To consider the establishment
of a National Placemaking Agency
(NPA) similar to the Scottish Town
Partnership, or proposed Ireland’s
Towns Partnership as recommended
in the Town Centre Living Initiative
Six Pilot Towns: Synthesis Report,
May 2020 (Action 1), with an

‘Review to Renew’ Question 2:
What should the capital budget
be spent on?
Answer: Capital spending should
explicitly prioritise well-designed
town and village-centred investment
as the main priority for effective and
regionally balanced recovery. To that
end, the ‘Departmental' system of
classifying capital spending (‘Housing’,
‘Health’, ‘Education’ etc.) needs to be
complemented by a cross cutting “Town
and village centred” system of allocation
that identifies, for each Departmental
area, how much investment is relevant
to the rejuvenation of towns and villages
most affected by the crisis.
To turn vicious into a virtuous circle,
we need to clearly prioritise design,
architecture, joined up thinking and
planning. Rejuvenation of towns and
villages is a primary priority and it
follows that individual departmental
project budgets need to serve this aim.
Specifically, the government should
adopt and implement with Local
Authority, Government department and
Agency buy-in and coordination, the
following actions:
•

Adopt and ensure a ‘whole of
government’ approach at national,
regional and local level.

•

Adopt and implement the
‘Collaborative Town Centred Health
Check’ (CTCHC) model.

RIAI: Designing a Lasting Localised Recovery
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emphasis on inter disciplinary
collaboration. This would act as a
hub for all information on
sustainable urban regeneration and
placemaking and provide
professional architectural and urban
design skills and resources
pertaining to urban areas including
city centres, neighbourhoods,
suburban and Irish towns. It would
provide complimentary datasets for
the Land Development Agency state
land database, and datasets, analysis
and design services for Regional and
Local Authorities. This may comprise
a national or regionally based
resource, and could provide strategic
spatial planning, placemaking
analysis and design services for
local authorities that do not benefit
from architects’ departments. A
National Placemaking Agency for
Ireland could be responsible for:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Overseeing a national evidence
base and methodology for
mapping and understanding
urban centres, including funding
to implement the ‘Collaborative
Town Centre Health Check
(CTCHC) developed and
used by the Heritage Council.
This mapping tool would
comprise a national, dynamic
comprehensive and accessible
evidence baseline of data on
all urban centres, with consistent
metrics, definitions and
methodologies. Data to
include land use, movement
patterns, demographics, vacancy
and dereliction, education,
employment, infrastructure,
development capacity, and
Place / Quality Impression
etc. This would provide an
invaluable resource for
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•

Part 2

potential investors in urban
areas, including Foreign, National
and Local Investment, and
provide informed choice
for populations on where to live.
It would also provide a consistent
and measurable evidence base
to facilitate the assessment
of impact and value of funding
programmes and interventions,
public and private.

Implementing post Covid strategies
to repopulate our city centres,
particularly as the hollowing out of
our city cores is clearly evident
during lockdown.

•

Provide resourcing and funding to
develop and utilise a database of all
information including vacant sites
and underused buildings, building
energy ratings; and for the
preparation of conservation and
design standards for towns.

•

Broaden Planning Application
datasets with market monitoring
tools such as collecting information
on planning purpose i.e. planning
gain & sell, planning & construct;
with target dates for delivery to
end-user; and selling price range, to
monitor where the market is
focusing delivery against absorption
rates - such that policy approaches
can respond more intuitively to
societal demand across all
affordability ranges, with
pro-active mechanisms to re-focus
implementation.

•

Provide funding mechanisms for
older people (i) to trade-down where
unable to obtain short-term bridging
finance. (ii) for construction of ageappropriate housing within existing
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towns and cities, and promote
effective urban design standards to
ensure that older people can
continue to live in homes within easy
reach of their community and
services.
•

Penalise land-holding, long term
vacancy and dereliction as a means
to re-activate the latent potential of
vacant buildings in town centres.

•

Prioritise retro-fitting town centre
properties, through grant aid.

Rationale: While commitments
existed to long-term planning and
design in previous implementations
of the National Development and in
County Development Plans, a failure to
effectively implement these intentions
are significant contributors to a host of
infrastructure related problems we face
today, including a housing crisis, post
Covid hollowing effects on cities, underprovision of public infrastructure, longcommutes and a lack of commercial and
residential vibrancy in many of our town
centres. The NDP provides a broader
range budgetary framework to consider
the longer-term financial investment
view that could mitigate short-term
solutions where less desirable outcomes
result such as urban sprawl (Policy Area
5) manifest.

Immediate Policy Area 3:
Blending Sustainability (Retrofit)
Capital-spending Priorities with
Town-centred Recovery
One of the most damaging aspects of
development and planning in Ireland has
been its often-siloed nature. Increasingly
we need to integrate and fuse different
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aspects of policy together in a cohesive
way. Rather than a zero-sum game of
selecting one priority over another, we
should be examining innovative policy
approaches that enable seemingly
different priorities to be fused together
in ways that create win-win outcomes.
By harnessing the existing commitment
to invest in retrofitting and aligning
it to a town-centred development
approach to investment, we can help
to address the funding challenge for
town-centred rejuvenation while, at the
same time, ensuring that town-centred
development is environmentally sound.
Adapt existing funding mechanisms,
such as the National Home Retrofit
Scheme, to accommodate additional
strands to target and support multiple
government priorities including rural
town renewal, compact growth agenda,
living above the shop initiative etc.
Currently the process of changing
use from retail or commercial use to
residential use renders the building
ineligible for grant support. Targeted
support of town-centred development
through existing funding mechanisms
will also reinforce the architectural and
historic character of towns and villages
throughout the country and stimulate
local economies as well as facilitating
the concentrated delivery of essential
services such as high-speed broadband.
The adaptive re-use and refurbishment
of our existing building stock will
contribute positively to carbon reduction
in the built environment by displacing
the need to construct new building
fabric, aligning with the government
carbon reduction ambitions in the CAP.
In terms of ‘town-centred development’
we mean compact, walkable towns
and neighbourhoods where people can
live and walk to work, to school and to
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everyday services in a 15-minute walk
of their homes. This is fundamentally
different than the definition of ‘towncentre’ used in statutory development
and local area plans which tends to
relate to main retail land uses (e.g.
Dundrum Town Centre).
These principles are applicable to city
neighbourhoods, towns and villages,
and include street patterns, public
spaces and green infrastructure, that
are designed to encourage walking
and active movement, and minimise
the need for cars. These principles
are recognised as improving people’s
health and wellbeing, and reducing air
pollution, increasing biodiversity, making
our towns and cities more liveable, and
reducing our carbon footprint.
These principles are already being
applied in many other European
countries and in cities such as Paris,
Copenhagen, etc. This is essential
to maintaining and developing our
economy and the attractiveness
of Ireland as a place to invest, and
as a place to locate FDI projects.
Management of this process by ‘Town
& Municipal Architects’ would mean
that various funding streams can
be coordinated to maximise their
effectiveness and return on investment
in terms of quality of life and economic
development.

Review to Renew Question 3:
What types of capital should be
prioritised?
Action: With reference to the strategic
priority areas defined in the question,
they are all important. However, we
recommend that the three specific
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priorities below not only be prioritised
but be merged and jointly prioritised to
ensure the holistic provision of housing
and sustainable urban development
(priority 1) that is clearly focused in the
“core” of town-centres (rather than, as
with current planning, out of centre
retail developments) but which links that
core to outlying residential and retail
centres via environmentally sustainable
public transport (Priority 2).

Part 2

Development Planning cycle (20222028).

•

Housing and Sustainable Urban
Development

•

Environmentally Sustainable Public
Transport

Secondly, this ‘core’ town-centred
approach will enable a focus on
maximising the economic value creating
potential of rejuvenating the heartland
of each town and village – leveraging
architectural culture and heritage that
is usually found at the centre of towns,
while, at the same time ensuring that
this benefits the hinterland of the town,
reduces traffic volumes and commuting
times and raises quality of life and the
tourist potential of town centres, and the
attractiveness of Ireland as a place to
locate FDI projects.

•

Culture, Heritage, Sport, Health and
Education

Immediate Policy Area 4:

As part of this approach, tackling
dereliction and promoting over the
shop living should both be prioritised.
Planning obstacles and difficulties
in obtaining finance for divided
properties should be overcome through
engagement with financial regulators
and institutions for suitable lending
products to be offered. Tactical use of
pilot projects in this regard can create
templates for easier uptake around the
country.
Rationale: Firstly, by embedding a town
centred dimension to retrofit policy
commitments, this will help fuse two
areas of government policy together in
ways that enable the energy ratings,
safety and appearance of old buildings
to be improved while ensuring that
investment in sustainable town centred
recovery benefits from hypothecated
carbon tax revenue rises. The timing of
these increases (2021-2029) coincides
almost exactly with the County
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Improving the Management
and Governance of Public
Investment
While listed fourth in this section – due
to the ordering of relevant questions
in the 'Review to Renew' consultation
– this is arguably the most pressing of
all the “Immediate” policy areas. At the
core of these proposals is a need in the
short to medium term to better translate
the intentions in County Development
Plans into cohesive implementation,
incentivise sustainable compact urban
development (as opposed to continued,
car-dependent, low density suburban/ out-of-town sprawl), enable
procurement to channel spending into
local small businesses with a stake in
and knowledge of their areas.
It is noted that ‘greenfield’ development
has ‘hidden costs’ in terms of investment
in new infrastructure (roads, utilities
and services), and places the burden of
these, as well as increased running
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costs on residents, and has a longterm increased carbon footprint. While
‘brownfield’ and infill development
reduce these, up-front development
costs may be higher in terms of site
remediation and professional costs.
It is well established, however, that
the benefits of the latter with lower
operational costs outweigh the
investment costs in the long term.
An example is the redevelopment of
Dublin Docklands and the Grand Canal
Dock Area, but similar principles apply
to all our towns.
There is a need for improved,
independent and objective research on
investment costs and efficiencies in
the construction industry. For example,
independent research by the University
of Vienna of land sold for housing
development by State and Local
authorities in Germany, has shown that
sites sold to the highest bidder have
tended to lead to higher long-term costs
for a poorer quality development, while
sites sold with qualitative development
criteria, while attracting lower bids,
have resulted in better value, with lower
operational costs. This shows that there
is scope to deliver better, affordable
housing.
Improving management and governance
of public investment requires several
strategic shifts:
•

Fully investing in the capacity
and expertise across government
and securing the strategic
management status and operational
effectiveness of architects in each
Local Authority area.

•

Altering the method of assessing
greenfield versus brownfield/
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infill / vacant development in favour
of projects that create long-term
environmental, social, governance
and economic benefits, and which
reduce infrastructural and running
costs borne by occupants (the Town
Centre First Approach).
•

Carry out research to establish the
independent evidence-based data
that includes the holistic investment
and life-cycle costs of housing
and other building delivery in
order to develop and improve costbenefit effectiveness. Independent
research being commissioned on an
on-going basis to assess cost-benefit
effectiveness should be mandatory
as part of monitoring return of public
investment.

•

Implementing reforms of the
procurement system that will reduce
complexity, raise standardisation,
expedite feedback and enable a
'Passporting' of suitable Architects
to enable faster access to
procurement by those with superior
knowledge of local development
needs.

•

Re-consider procurement approach
to the lower long-term costs
associated with Brownfield / Infill /
vacant site development justifying
the necessary upfront investment.

•

De-risk the pre-construction process
by identifying silos in the system,
accumulative bureaucracy applied
disproportionately, bottlenecks
through inadequate personnel
resourcing with a Designated
Taskforce to monitor, evaluate and
recommend corrective action where
activities do not add value to
process.
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Review to Renew Question 4:
(short-term – see also below)

•

The lower long-term costs
of brownfield/infill/vacant site
development – including lower
environmental costs (shorter
commutes, more efficient heating),
lower utility (water, electricity)
roll out and servicing costs, lower
social costs (less isolation, more
social interaction) – should be fully
reflected in a long-term
sustainability Cost Benefit Analysis
framework.

•

Procurement practice should
prioritise quality and long-term
effectiveness – and long-term cost
and benefit appraisal (see above) –
over short-term tactical thinking.

•

Procurement must be reformed
to cut complexity, improve feedback
and standardisation, thus enabling
a system of “passporting” that
enables participation in recovery
investment by local architects who
know their local area needs.

How can the management and
governance of public investment be
improved?
Action: Several actions need to be taken
this area:
•

More architectural expertise is
needed at local, regional authority
and government departments/
state agency levels. The role of the
'Town and Municipal Architect' must
be seen as central to effective
planning and development of quality
design and delivery. Management
of this process by ‘Town & Municipal
Architects’ would mean that various
funding streams can be coordinated
to maximise their effectiveness and
return on investment in terms
of quality of life and economic
development.

•

County Architects should be
sufficient in number to deal
adequately with the diversity and
spread of towns and villages in
the relevant local authority area.
Mayo County Council – with five
architects, one for each main town
provides a good template in this
regard.
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Rationale: The benefits of these
measures to promote efficient,
cohesive design and implementation
of sustainable development, are selfevident.
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Image 1: Dolphin House Regeneration, Dublin by City Architects, Dublin City Council, Highly Commended RIAI Awards 2019. (Photo Ros Kavanagh)
Image 2: Cork Criminal Courthouse by OPW Architects, Wilson Architects and Bluett O'Donoghue, Winner RIAI Awards 2019. (Photo Ros Kavanagh)
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Procurement
Better public procurement of design
services is key to achieving well
designed and robust development
outcomes for all our citizens. Focus
capital expenditure on high quality
outcomes and long-term sustainability,
both economic and environmental – and
learn from past practice and results.

To these ends, we call on Government
to:
•

While procurement was examined and
underwent welcome changes three
years ago, further action is needed
urgently to:
•

Align procurement policy with
strategic objectives, particularly
climate change. Procurement
practice which saves money in
the short-term at the expense of
environmental degradation, longer
commutes and higher long-term
costs for the provision of both utility
infrastructure and its maintenance,
as well as social services, must
become a thing of the past.

•

Ensure investment in regional and
rural economies enables
participation in investment by local
small businesses, including
construction professionals.
Smaller firms find the current cost of
participating too high.

•

Increase spending on public
procurement to make it more
effective in achieving long term value
for the state - the 2019 Public Sector
Trends Report (Institute for Public
Administration, 2019) shows
that Ireland spends less on public
procurement as a share of total
government spending than most
other EU states.
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•

•

•

Expand the remit and resources of
the Office of Government
Procurement to facilitate the
digitisation of the Pre-Qualification
and Bidding Process, upskill the
Procurement Staff in contracting
authorities, and monitor
procurement practice to ensure
compliance with CWMF policy and
simplified, lean processes.
Publish the ‘Pipeline’ of upcoming
public works to allow bidders to
focus on bids they can most ably
apply for and tender for work where
they are most likely to be
competitive.
Tailor the ESPD to the Irish
context and develop ‘Passporting’
for consultants, enabling inclusion
on countrywide panels, automatic
inclusion in bids for eligible projects,
choice of when to bid and reduction
in the cost of applications.
Require and resource the preparation
of comprehensive Design Briefs prior
to bids being sought to reduce the
risks for clients and consultants, and
support better project outcomes.

•

Seek Single Point Design Teams
only for very large projects or where
the project will demonstrably benefit
from such a procurement route.
The cost of participating in an SPDT
bid is very high and should be
sparingly sought.

•

Limit the Price Criterion to 15:20%
of the bid, base bids on a percentage
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of a realistic Notional Capital Value
and allow adjustment when the
contract value is confirmed at
Planning Stage. A mechanism
is required to support collaboration
between public clients and the
design teams to allow for necessary
changes, improving the long-term
outcome but requiringthe cost of
significant program and scope
changes to be recouped.
•

Adopt the ‘ladder principle’ in the
formation of Lists of Frameworks to
allow less experienced firms apply
for smaller scale or less complex
projects, and then graduate to bigger
work.

Immediate Policy Area 5:
Invest in Alternatives to Urban
Sprawl
Urban Sprawl is the cheapest form
of housing delivery. It is cheaper to
deliver houses than apartments and it
is cheaper to deliver housing on large
green-field sites than anywhere else. [1]
However, this is only because the system
does not take account of all of the costs,
e.g. the ongoing costs to service low
density housing is twice that of medium
density, while infill/consolidation
projects reduce the per capita servicing
costs and make new services for existing
communities possible. [2]

A medium density housing scheme
attracts 5 times more VAT than a lowdensity scheme on the same site. [3]
Environmental costs such as the loss of
agricultural land or mature hedgerows
are not accounted. The historic and
cultural value of existing buildings
are ignored. The embodied energy of
existing building stock is not taken into
account, neither are the societal costs
of long commutes and vacant buildings
within our towns, cities & villages –
these added costs should outweigh the
current shorter term cheaper route to
delivery approach.
The solution is to assess all of the
upfront and ongoing costs of providing
services [4] to housing and take account
of these in the taxation system. This may
result in the following:
•

Green Grant for converting existing
buildings into apartments (e.g.
‘Living over the Shop’). Additional
grants where buildings are protected
structures.

•

Green Grant on apartment
developments on infill sites.

•

Green Grant on all apartments sold
to first time buyers, downsizers,
Local Authorities and Approved
Housing Bodies where they are sold
within pre-determined affordable
prices.

Footnotes
[1] https://scsi.ie/real-cost-of-new-apartment-delivery/
[2] https://irp-cdn.multiscreensite.com/4065c16c/files/uploaded/THE%20IRISH%20HOUSING%20SUPPLY%20%26%20AFFORDABILITY%20
CHALLENGE%20EXPLAINED%20%20IIP%20Research%20Oct%202020.pdf
https://institute.smartprosperity.ca/sites/default/files/publications/files/Summary%20for%20Government%20Officials_0.pdf
[3] https://usa.streetsblog.org/2015/03/05/sprawl-costs-the-public-more-than-twice-as-much-as-compact-development
[4] Services include the provision of water, wastewater, broadband, electricity, public transport, roads, schools & school buses, garda stations, healthcare &
social services, bin collection, parks, fire department, governance, libraries, etc.
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Medium Term
(2022-2028) Priorities
While short-term improvements in
decision-making must be secured, a
range of policy mistakes accumulated
over decades will require longer
timespan to address. Nonetheless the
issues must be addressed. They include:
the removal of local authority ability to
independently raise finance and have
responsibility for autonomous decision
making four decades ago, weaknesses
in the design and implementation of
County Development plans, lack of
local participation in the design and
implementation of development, the
focus on big retail development at the
expense of cultivating the hearts of
our town and villages, the failure to
adequately link so many of our towns
and villages with adequate public
transport, and many more.
Most of these challenges fall into
the area covered by question 4 of
the ‘Review to Renew’ consultation
and so are a logical continuation of
the last policy area discussed under
‘Immediate’ priorities – similar in nature
but which may take longer to realise.
Where the prior section focused on the
forecasted recovery period of 2021 to
2023, the following analysis looks at
the time frame of forthcoming County
Development plans, namely 2022 to
2028. This means they straddle the
electoral cycle and require longer-term,
more cross-party collaboration in the
national interest. But, they exclude very
fundamental reforms that, from 2030
onwards will be necessary to meet the
challenges of the scale of the population
growth envisaged for Ireland in the
longer term, as our all-island population
rises to 8 million by 2040, a level not
seen since before The Famine. The
measures suggested below are broadly

Image 1: The Monkstown Village Project, Co. Dublin by Dún Laoghaire Rathdown Architects Department, Commended RIAI Awards 2019. (Photo Donal Murphy)
Image 2: Free Market Pavilioon, National Tour in Castleblaney, Co. Monaghan by Free Market, Winner RIAI Awards 2020. (Photo Paul Tierney)
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consistent with the recommended
(in the foregoing section) adoption of
“Collaborative Town Centred Health
Check” model (see “Immediate Policy
Area 2” above). Specifically:

Medium-term Policy Area 1:
Localising Decision Making/
Implementation for Major
Capital projects.
•

Given both the need to raise capital
spending volumes – and hence
the likelihood of having in future a
higher number of larger projects,
the €100 million threshold
requirement for cabinet approval
should be removed in favour of
a higher threshold [€250 million],
enabling Regionalized/Localised
decision making.

•

Capital expenditures of between
€100 million and €250 million
should be made by Regional
and Local governments acting
in consultation with a limited range
of stakeholders including a cabinet
representative, a representative of
the RIAI, a representative of the
LGMA and of key departments.

•

To ensure effective and improved
implementation and oversight of
both existing County Development
Plans and significant infrastructure
commitments, an implementation
committee consisting of a small
number of key Departmental offices,
local government managers and
industry experts should be activated.
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Medium-term Policy Area 2:

Part 4

•

Moving from just Local
Consultation to Stakeholder
Engagement & Participation
•

Develop pro-active models of local
citizens’ assemblies to contribute to
both the pre decision design and
post decision implementation of
local and county development.

•

Capital expenditures of between
€100 million and €250 million
should be made by Regional
and Local governments acting
in consultation with a limited range
of stakeholders including a cabinet
representative, RIAI and professional
body representatives, a
representative of the LGMA and of
key departments.

•

To ensure effective and improved
implementation and oversight of
both existing County Development
Plans and significant infrastructure
commitments, an implementation
committee consisting of a small
number of key Departmental offices,
local government managers and
industry experts should be activated.

•

Develop pro-active models of local
citizen’s assemblies to contribute to
both the pre decision design and
post decision implementation of
local and county development.

•

Define both ‘town centre’ and ‘town
centred development’ more clearly
to focus on developing the core area
of a town/village - 'Compact,
walkable towns' and 15-minute

Medium-term Policy Area 3:
Clear Definition of Objectives
and Definitions in Development
Plans
•

Define both ‘town centre’ and ‘town
centred development’ more clearly
to focus on developing the core area
of a town/village. A clearer
statement of objectives in County
Development Plans to facilitate
clearer consultation outcomes, more
precise implementation, and better,
and better evaluation of outcomes is
required.

Review to Renew Question 4:
(medium-term – see also above
and below)

How can Management and Governance
of Public Investment be Improved?
Action: Several actions need to be taken
in this area:
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Given both the need to raise capital
spending volumes – and hence
the likelihood of having in future a
higher number of larger projects,
the €100 million threshold
requirement for cabinet approval
should be removed in favour of
a higher threshold [€250 million],
enabling Regionalised/Localised
decision making.
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Plans to facilitate clearer
consultation outcomes, more precise
implementation and better
evaluation of outcomes is required.
Rationale: The benefits of these
measures to promote efficient,
cohesive design and implementation
of sustainable development are selfevident. evaluation of outcomes is
required.
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Long Term - Benchmarking
for best practice
Long-term Policy Area 1:
Review National Development
Plan Regional Housing Targets
As articulated in the first section of this
paper, population growth in the Dublin
and Mid-East region has, since the
current National Planning Framework
(2016-2022) was drafted in 2016,
significantly outstripped the national
average. And as shown in a paper by
Brian Hughes (Hughes, January 2021),
overall national housing requirements
may be significantly higher than
estimated recently by the ESRI, based
on the use of the 2016 census figures. In
contrast to the ESRI estimate of 26,000
to 33,000, Hughes estimates that a
housing output of as much as 48,000
per annum may be necessary.

Long-term Policy Area 2:
Review the Desired Mix, Size
and Design of New Housing
Stock in the Light of Long-term
Demographic Change, Trends in
Habitation (Person Per Dwelling)
Cultural Change and EU Norms
As articulated in the first section of
this paper, fundamental and long-term
shifts are happening in both the number
of persons per dwelling (falling) and
the demographic profile of citizens
(ageing). There is also the issue of
access to affordable housing that meets
people’s needs. Recent research has
shown that the cost of apartments is
not affordable for young professionals in
Dublin either to buy or rent, with similar
issues nationally. On the one hand, many

Image 1: Tooting Meadow Housing, Drogheda by McKevitt King Architects, Winner RIAI Awards 2020. (Photo Richard Hatch)
Image 2: Nano Nagle Place, Cork by Jack Coughlan Architects, Winner RIAI Awards 2020. (Photo f22 Photography)
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families with young children are living
in small apartments, while other larger
properties are under-occupied and yet,
compared to an EU norm of 1.7 rooms
per person, the Irish norm of 2.3 rooms
per person suggests that the average
Irish person uses almost one third more
space than the typical EU citizen.
The reasons for this are complex and
partly due to mismatches in the housing
market, including the suitability of
housing types available to meet people’s
needs, as well as the combination of
costs.
The property system is based on
number of bedrooms, and the dominant
housing market consists of ‘traditional’
reliable housing types – detached, semidetached, terraced 3 bed+ housing,
while most apartment developments
are largely 1 and 2 bed apartments.
Many of these developments are built
to minimal space standards due to high
development and construction costs.
They often do not meet the range of
needs of the rising numbers of smaller
households (e.g. more single working
and older people, smaller families).
These issues have been highlighted
during the current pandemic with people
working remotely from home. (Research
Home Comforts | Place Alliance).
A greater flexibility in the type of
housing development, with a more
accurate targeting of the desired
mix according to regional and local
demographic patterns, will help align
future supply more quickly with demand.
Housing typologies should be developed
to allow greater ‘life-time adaptation’
and flexibility for a range of occupant
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needs. For example, two single young
people could buy/rent two neighbouring
units, combine as a couple, extend with
a growing family, split the unit once
the ‘nest is emptied’ and have space to
work from home, for homecare, etc. This
flexibility for people’s changing needs
is not available with current housing
typologies and requires architectural
expertise and quality construction.
Greater flexibility is also required for
dedicated space within the home and/or
adjacent to the home where people can
work, innovate and develop start-ups in
the creative and tech-based industries.
To provide affordable, high quality
housing that meets people’s needs,
while also meeting the challenges to
reduce carbon emissions by 55% by the
end of this decade, requires innovation
in the construction industry, with
increased off-site, modular construction
using components that can be easily
reused/recycled as part of the circular
economy. Greater efficiency in the
construction industry is essential,
including zero waste through off-site
prefabrication and on-site assembly,
with much lower on-site costs and
delivery times. Other countries have
developed national polices led by
architects and underpinned by good
quality design to achieve this.
Underlying those issues are
development costs including, site land
costs and levies, which are working
against improved quality of housing.
The current loosely regulated marketbased system is dominated by private
investment firms, who adopt a longterm investment view with a focus on
higher yielding profit and maximising
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return. A more balanced system is
required to counteract this, through
numerous actions including deep
retrofit programmes and development
of publicly-owned land for affordable
housing (defined by housing being a
third of people’s income).

Long-term Policy Area 3:
Develop Autonomous Properly
Funded and More Regionally
Coordinated Systems for
Local Authority Housing
Supply and Examine the Need
for Supportive Fundamental
Reforms to Local Government
Structure and Financing
The opportunity created by this crisis
and the government’s response to it
– coupled with greater flexibility for
future capital investment – can only be
fully met by finally and fundamentally
addressing deep seated structural
problems that have bedevilled land use,
planning, development, and housing
supply since the 1970s.
These issues have been assessed by the
RIAI supported Irish Cities 2070 Group.
In broad outline, there are 3 areas of
long-term reform that government
should consider in reshaping the
National Planning Framework:
Governance, Planning and Financing. In
all three, benchmarking Irish practice
with learnings from best-in-class EU
examples should be attempted over a
long time period.
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Governance
Better governance means not just
improved management of specific
county development plans and
projects, but the ability to integrate and
operationalize EU, national and regional
and local development objectives.
In Ireland’s case the most pressing need
is for a better balance between two
aspects of demographic planning:
Firstly – in the more immediate or
medium term – to ensure that housing
supply and infrastructure development
acknowledges the reality (not fully
foreseen in the NPF in 2016) of much
higher population growth in Dublin and
the East coast and that housing supply
priorities are aligned accordingly.
Secondly – in the longer-term – to
implement measures that can start to
correct the heretofore strong dynamic
towards the east. This includes (not
exhaustive):
•
•
•

The need for more decentralised
governance.
The need to reform local taxation
and funding accordingly.
Need for better integration of
decentralised policy implementation
with nationally coordinated
planning for demographics,
industrial development (FDI and
indigenous), infrastructure roll out,
skills provision, etc.

Upfront taxation on development should
be reviewed and balanced towards
ongoing taxation for a fairer system. For
example, without VAT the average house
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price would drop from €269,000 to
€237,000 and would be within the reach
of many more families and individuals.
Property Tax is a more affordable
and equitable means of taxation of
housing. Similarly, high ESB and other
connection fees should be balanced
towards ongoing charges.
Reference: https://www.thejournal.ie/average-houseprices-ireland-report-5303447-Dec2020/

This approach to a more streamlined
and regionally balanced governance can
also assist the incentivisation of longterm criteria such as Paris Agreement
climate targets by linking funding and
other policy supports to the achievement
of desired objectives. Through
functional, regionalised and localised
implementation methods and better
coordination between policy actors,
national and supranational policy targets
can be achieved.

Planning
Much of Ireland’s development remains
affected by approaches to town planning
that originated in the 19th century.
Two paradoxes exist as a result. The first
is that although Ireland benefits from the
European Regional Development Fund
and other sources of funding, we have
not benefitted from best practice across
the EU in terms of municipal planning
and development, land use, transport,
and density policies. The second is that
through their role in county development
local authorities are – together with An
Bord Pleanala – hugely influential in the
determination of land values. And yet,
that power is not strategically utilised,
as it is in cities such as Stockholm, in
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ways that ensure cohesive, sustainable
and citizen centred development. By
examining suitable benchmark cities,
Ireland can learn from EU best practice
in several areas including:
•

Examining how value creation
arising from municipal planning
decisions can be better captured
in planning processes for the public
interest (and learning from other EU
cities in this regard).

•

The zoning, pricing, usage strategy
and development of land.

•

Longer-term municipal decision
making.

•

The integration of land use with
sustainability policy.

•

Achieving a proper balance and
definition of town centre “core” and
“suburban” areas with a consistent
use of public transport policy to link
both.

•

Optimising the housing mix strategy
with demographic trends and
forecasts.

•
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government resources spent through
local government). In addition, a
strategic approach is necessary at
empowering Irish local and regional
authorities of the future to raise
funding via enhanced local taxation,
the possibility to create municipal or
regional wealth funds and to enable
the issuance of local or regional bonds/
green bonds should be investigated. In
tandem with this, consideration must be
given as to how local representative and
mayoral decision-making for the longterm, can be optimally enhanced.
Consideration should be given to the
implementation of Land Value Tax to
replace the current Property Tax and
Vacant Site Levies.
•

•

Managing housing supply and
affordability.

Financing and Oversight
As shown in Public Sector Trends
(Institute for Public Administration,
2018), Ireland is the weakest of all
the EU members in terms of the
share of public servants employed in
local government (and also close to
the bottom in terms of the share of
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Land value tax (LVT) has the
potential to raise substantial funds
for infrastructure. It could remove
the need for development levies
and would spread the cost over all
land benefitting from new
infrastructure.
The value of land would be assessed
by the current Local Authority staff
who assess valuations and collect
commercial rates. On introduction,
LVT could be assessed first for
commercial land and then residential
land. Each could be reassessed on
alternative years, as in Denmark. The
cost of assessing LVT in Denmark is
about 2.5% of the tax raised.

•

The tax would be set initially to at
least cover the current rates revenue
but could be at higher levels.

•

It would encourage the development
of all vacant land, underused or
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vacant property and could substantially
reduce the cost of land for new
development.

Review to Renew Question 4:

•

Longer-term municipal decision
making.

•

The integration of land use with
sustainability policy which promotes
high quality innovative solutions.

•

Achieving a proper balance and
definition of town centre “core” and
“suburban” areas with a consistent
use of public transport policy to link
both.

(long-term – see also above)

How can management and governance
of public investment be improved?
Action: Long-term policy change should
be considered over the time horizon
beyond the end of the forthcoming
County Development Plan (from 2030
out to 2070) in the following key areas:
•

The need for more decentralised
governance.

•

The need to reform local taxation
and funding accordingly.

•

Need for better integration of
decentralized policy implementation
with nationally coordinated
planning for demographics,
industrial development (FDI and
indigenous), infrastructure roll out,
skills provision, etc.

•

Examining how value creation
arising from municipal planning
decisions can be better captured
in planning processes for the public
interest (and learning from other EU
cities in this regard).

•

The zoning, pricing and in the design
of usage strategy and development
of land.
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Optimising the housing mix
strategy with demographic
trends and forecasts
Rationale: Ireland has suffered
from a lack of long-term planning, a
lack of synthesis between local and
national policy priorities, and a lack of
coordination between local and national
policy making structures. At a time
when the resources to address Ireland’s
infrastructure deficit are increasing,
the efficacy of this increased resource
usage over time will greatly depend on
reforming the structures and processes
that will determine the effective
deployment of public investment to
meet economic, social, governance and
environmental performance measures.
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